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to a dapple of sunlight amid the flickering shadow of beech
leaves. She persuaded him to translate the story, which
had been of Nausicaa.
Not long afterwards, she^had been taken away. A pupil
had gone, an airy companion, a pleasant child—no more
it had seemed to him then. The sudden curtailment of his
Oxford days, his entry into his father's business, the re-
sponsibility that fell upon him at his father's death, the
straitening and self-discipline of life from that time
forward—these had curbed his spirit; the Odyssey had
been put away—all his odysseys; the dreaming and, it
seemed, the memory of them. But the memory of his
association with Richard Quillan's child had persisted as
an undertone to all emotion, a secret that he had not been
able fully to discover to himself. From it even now he
sheered suddenly away, picking up the Odyssey from a
pile of books, carrying it to the window-light, and telling
himself it was not for a personal reason, but for the merit
of the tale, that there seemed to him to be no story equal
in magic with the story of Nausicaa.
When he looked up from the Odyssey, he saw Kerstholt
in the garden—a veritable Dutch peasant, short, high-
shouldered and sinewy, who carried his years with stub-
born and ungraceful vigour. Observing the Englishman
at the open window, the old man asked what war news
there had been in the Hague that morning. There was
nothing, Lewis replied, that had not been told before.
"You don't hear the guns in Enkendaal?" he added. "No,"
said Kerstholt. "It's quiet, Enkendaal," and so quietly
did he say it, as if a deeply rooted tree were speaking in
the interior of a forest, that Lewis's mind was emptied of
disturbance and he also began to think of the seclusion
of Enkendaal where, ringed about by guns and delivered
from the pressure of existence, he was free to create a new
life within himself. He went down into the garden and
talked to Kerstholt, who grinned and exclaimed because
in Englishman spoke Dutch so well. "Do you know the
flowers and the trees, Jonk'er? Did you know Dutch before
you came to Holland? Of course, the Freule Julie is English

